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Brief Introduction

Crowd control barriers are commonly used in various public events to manage crowds. They are getting 

more important now than ever. Because crowd controls turn out to be more necessary during the 

unpleasant circumstance of the pandemic.

The crowd control barrier is designed to meet the safety standards required for the management of 

large-scale public activities. Its scale is much smaller, and it can be connected together to form a small 

barrier. The obstacles to crowd control are stronger than you think. The connection is not easy to 

disconnect, so no one can enter the restricted area.

Unlike normal metal fences, the crowd control barriers are easy to install and can be moved freely to 

the target places as temporary barriers.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

CROWD CONTROL
BARRIER

Flexible and Reusable Crowd Control 

Barriers for Various Public Events.



http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

The use of crowd control barriers is flexible. They can be settled here and 

there temporarily as the needs of specific events. The other sweet point 

is they are re-useful, the same sets of crowd control barriers can be used 

multiple times for different events.

Crowd control barriers can be used in a variety of events like parades, 

demonstrations, and outdoor festivals, and can be placed to direct 

traffic.

The crowd control barriers are easy to install, you even don’t need any 

accessories as support.

All colors are available here for crowd control barriers, however, Zinc is 

what we highly recommended as it’s quite popular among our custom-

ers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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FLEXIBLE AND RE-USEFULVERSATILE

EASY TO INSTALL

AVAILABLE COLORS

HEIGHT WIDTH FRAME SIZE PIPE SIZE BASE FOOT TYPE

FLAT TYPE

BRIDGE TYPE

TRIANGLE TYPE

CROWD CONTROL BARRIER

PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + SILVER PAINTED
PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED
HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )

2200
2500

ROUND PIPE
48
42
32

900
1100
1200
1500

SURFACE TREATMENT

ROUND PIPE
32
25
20
16
12

SKYHALL  Fence

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.
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